Customer Experience
By Barton Goldenberg

Make Your Customer
Engagement a Closed Loop
Choose channels, gather data, create profiles, analyze,
deliver right message at right time. Repeat.
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analyze and derive actionable insights from it, for use in
subsequent interactions and outreach efforts. There is no
shortage of useful types of analytics, including segmentation, look-alike modeling, opportunity sizing, acquisition
modeling, lead scoring, cross-selling and next best offer,
retention/survival modeling, response modeling, and
customer lifetime value. New data analytics tools make it
possible to link traditional data with internet and social
media activity to model and predict customer attitudes,
preferences, and behaviors. The goal is to develop personalized insights about individual customers or groups of
customers that can be used to produce unique products
and services and precisely targeted marketing programs.
STEP 5: ENSURE CONTEXTUAL RELEVANCE
The final step in closed-loop customer engagement is to
be present in each customer’s channel(s) of preference
with the right message at exactly the right time. This is
called being contextually relevant. As noted in my July
2017 column for CRM (“Contextual Relevance is Critical
to Capturing Customers”), contextual relevance requires
knowing as much as possible about the customer at every
touch point and presenting contextual information that

recognizes who the customer is, in which channel he is
engaging, and where he is in his buying window. While
this is no small task, best-in-class companies know that
contextual relevance is a key differentiator in successful
customer engagement.
CLOSING THE LOOP
This brings us back to step one, choosing the channel.
Whatever channels you employ today are a good place
to start. Make sure you’re harvesting all the relevant data
they can provide. But then endeavor to understand other
new or emerging channels where your customers can be
found, and develop capabilities to both listen to and
engage customers in these channels as well. That’s the
key to surviving and thriving in our digital future.
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